Abstract-This paper considers an uplink multiuser massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system with lowresolution analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), in which K users with a single-antenna communicate with one base station (BS) with Nr antennas. In this system, we present a novel multiuser MIMO detection framework that is inspired by coding theory. The key idea of the proposed framework is to create a code C of length 2Nr over a spatial domain. This code is constructed by a so-called auto-encoding function that is not designable but is completely described by a channel transformation followed by a quantization function of the ADCs. From this point of view, we convert a multiuser MIMO detection problem into an equivalent channel coding problem, in which a codeword of C corresponding to users' messages is sent over 2Nr parallel channels, each with different channel reliability. To the resulting problem, we propose a novel weighted minimum distance decoding (wMDD) that appropriately exploits the unequal channel reliabilities. It is shown that the proposed wMDD yields a non-trivial gain over the conventional minimum distance decoding (MDD). From coding-theoretic viewpoint, we identify that bit-error-rate (BER) exponentially decreases with the minimum distance of the code C, which plays a similar role with a condition number in conventional MIMO systems. Furthermore, we develop the communication method that uses the wMDD for practical scenarios where the BS has no knowledge of channel state information. Finally, numerical results are provided to verify the superiority of the proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The use of a very large number of antennas at the base station (BS), referred to as massive multiple-input-multipleoutput (MIMO), is one of the promising approaches to cope with the predicted wireless data traffic explosion [2] , [3] . The use of a large number of antennas at the BS can improve the capacity and energy efficiency [2] , [3] , [4] . In contrast, it can considerably increase the hardware cost and the radio-frequency (RF) circuit consumption [5] . Among all the components in a RF chain, a high-resolution analog-todigital converter (ADC) is particularly power-hungry since the power consumption of an ADC is scaled exponentially with A part of this work was presented in [1] . the number of quantization bits and linearly with the baseband bandwidth [6] , [7] . To overcome this challenge, the use of low-resolution ADCs (e.g., 1∼3 bits) for massive MIMO systems has received increasing attention over the past years. The one-bit ADC is particularly attractive due to the lower hardware complexity. In this case, the in-phase and quadrature components of the continuous-valued received signals are separately quantized using simple zero-threshold comparators; thereby, there is no need for an automatic gain controller [8] , [9] . Despite the benefits of using low-resolution ADCs, it gives rise to numerous technical challenges: 1) obtaining an accurate channel estimation at the receiver (CSIR) is complicated; 2) conventional MIMO detection methods, developed for linear MIMO systems, yield an unsatisfactory performance as it does not capture the impact of non-linearity of ADCs.
In recent, there have been extensive researches on the MIMO detection and channel estimation methods for uplink massive MIMO systems with low-resolution ADCs [10] - [21] . Most of works have focused on the one-bit ADCs due to its simplicity and practical attractiveness. Numerous channel estimation methods were presented as least-square (LS) based method [11] , maximum-likelihood (ML) type method [14] , zero-forcing (ZF) type method [14] , and Bussgang decomposition based method [15] . Regarding MIMO detection methods, the optimal ML detection was developed in [14] and lowcomplexity methods were also proposed in [16] , [17] . Beyond the one-bit ADCs, it is difficult to develop an optimal channel estimation and MIMO detection methods. Instead, several suboptimal methods were proposed as follows. A joint channel and data estimation method was developed in [15] using Bayesian inference theory. This method, however, is not practical due to its unaffordable computational complexity. In addition, the low-complexity methods as ZF MIMO detection [22] and minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) MIMO detection [23] were proposed. The major limitations of such methods are not satisfactory performance in particular when the number of receiver antennas is not so large [14] , [22] , [23] .
In this paper, we focus on the uplink multiuser massive MIMO systems in which K users equipped with a singleantenna communicate with one BS equipped with N r antennas, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Especially it is assumed that each receiver is equipped with a RF chain followed by two p-level ADCs which are applied to each real and imaginary part separately. Each user transmits its signal from m-ary constellation set (e.g., QAM constellation). For such system, we present a novel multiuser MIMO detection framework inspired by coding theory.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• Our major contribution is to present a novel multiuser MIMO detection framework by introducing an equivalent coding problem. The key idea of the proposed framework is to view a channel transformation followed by a quantization function of the ADCs (in short, a non-linear MIMO channel) as an auto-encoding function. This can create a code C (over a spatial domain) of length 2N r , alphabet size p, and rate K log m 2Nr . As seen in Fig. 2 , a codeword of C is sent over 2N r parallel p-ary input/output channels, each with possibly different channel reliability. From this coding perspective, we identify that the minimum distance of the C plays a crucial role in determining the goodness of a channel matrix and show that bit-error-rate (BER) exponentially decays with the minimum distance.
• In the equivalent coding problem, we present two decoding methods: i) minimum distance decoding (MDD) and ii) maximum likelihood decoding (MLD). To distinguish the MLD for an original MIMO channel in [14] , the proposed MLD is referred to as eMLD. We compare the two decoding methods and identify their fundamental difference. Our crucial observation is that eMLD appropriately harnesses the unequal channel reliabilities of the resulting parallel channels. Because of this fact, eMLD can outperform MDD which does not exploit the channel reliability in decoding.
• We present a novel weighted MDD (wMDD) as a practical approximation of eMLD. It follows the decoding procedures of MDD with the weighted Hamming distance, instead of Hamming distance used in MDD, where the weights are properly chosen so that a higher distance is assigned to a more reliable channel. This is reasonable as higher belief (i.e., higher weights) should be allocated to more reliable subchannels as in the optimal eMLD, in which the optimality is with respect to the equivalent channel. It is also mathematically proved that wMDD outperforms MDD with the aid of weights.
• Finally, we develop the communication method that implements the proposed wMDD for practical systems where a BS (or a receiver) has no knowledge of channel state information. Via simulations, we demonstrate that the proposed wMDD outperforms the existing MIMO detection methods.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model of uplink massive MIMO systems with plevel ADCs. Inspired by coding theory, in Section III, we present a novel multiuser MIMO detection framework. In Section IV, we propose a novel wMDD that appropriately exploits the unequal channel reliabilities of transformed parallel channels. In Section V, we develop the communication framework based on the proposed wMDD and show that it can outperform the existing techniques for practical scenarios. Section VI concludes the paper.
Notation: Lower and upper boldface letters represent column vectors and matrices, respectively. For any vector x, d w (x) denotes the Hamming weight, i.e., the number of nonzero values in x. For any two vector x and y, d h (x, y) represents the Hamming distance, i.e., the number of positions at which the corresponding symbols are different. For any
for b i ∈ {0, ..., m − 1}. We also let g −1 (·) denote its inverse function. For a vector, g(·) is applied element-wise. Likewise, if a scalar function is applied to a vector, it will be performed element-wise. Re(a) and Im(a) represent the real and complex part of a complex vector a, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a single-cell uplink system in which K users with a single-antenna communicate with one BS with an array of N r > K antennas. Let w k ∈ W = {0, ..., m − 1} represent the user k's message for k ∈ {1, ..., K}, each of which contains log m information bits. We also denote m-ary constellation set by S = {s 0 , ..., s m−1 } with power constraint as
Then, the transmitted symbol of user k,x k , is obtained by a modulation function f : W → S as
When the K users transmit the symbolsx = [x 1 , . . . ,x K ] T , the discrete-time complex-valued baseband received signal vector at the BS,r ∈ C Nr , is given bỹ
whereH ∈ C Nr×K is the channel matrix between the BS and the K users, i.e., the i-th row ofH is the channel vector between the i-th receiver antenna at the BS and the K users. In addition,z = [z 1 , . . . ,z Nr ] T ∈ C Nr is the noise vector whose elements are distributed as circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and unitvariance, i.e.,z i ∼ CN (0, 1).
In the MIMO system with low-resolution ADCs, each receiver antenna of the BS is equipped with a RF chain followed by two p-level ADCs that are separately applied to each real and imaginary part. Let φ p (·) : R → {0, ..., p − 1} represent the p-level ADC quantizer function witĥ
Then, the BS receives the quantized output vector aŝ
Although the proposed method can be applied to any ADC quantizer function, we in this paper restrict ourselves to a stairtype quantizer aŝ
for ∈ {0, ..., p − 1}, where
For the ease of representation, we rewrite the complex inputoutput relationship in (3) into the equivalent real representation as
where r = [r
T ∈ R N , and
where N = 2N r . This real system representation will be used in the sequel.
III. THE PROPOSED MIMO DETECTION METHOD
In this section, we present a novel multiuser MIMO detection method. From (7), the received signal of the i-th receiver antenna after the ADC quantizer is
where w = [w 1 , . . . , w K ] T represents all the users' messages that creates channel input vector x(w).
Our goal is to develop a multiuser MIMO detection method to estimate users' messagesŵ from the observations r = [r 1 , . . . , r N ]
T . Instead of directly solving the above problem, we will solve it by introducing an equivalent communication model from a coding theory perspective. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the proposed model consists of three parts as
• Auto-encoding function: This maps the users' messages w = g( ) ∈ {0, ..., m−1} K into a p-ary codeword c ∈ C of length N and rate K N log m. Notice that the code C is not designable but is completely characterized as a function of the non-linear MIMO channel; • Effective channel: This is composed of N parallel pary input/output channels with transition probabilities P (r i |t i = c ,i ) for ∈ {0, ..., m K − 1} and i ∈ {1, ..., N }. Notice that the transitional probabilities depend on input vectors; • Decoding function: This maps the observation r into users' messageŵ, which is what we will propose in this section, which is also the proposed multiuser MIMO detection method in the original channel.
A. The Proposed Coding-Theoretic Framework
We specify an encoding function, an effective channel, and a decoding function of the equivalent communication model as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
1) Auto-encoding function: We define a code C over a spatial domain as
where each codeword c is defined as
The code C is a non-linear code of length N , alphabet size p, and code rate K log m N . We refer to this code as a channel-dependent code, because it is completely characterized by channel matrix
T and quantization function φ p (·). Letting I = {0, ..., m K − 1} be the index set for the codewords of C, there exists the one-to-one mapping g : W K → I between the message of a user and a codeword index as w = g( ) and = g −1 (w). Furthermore, let d min (H) denote the minimum distance of the code C associated with a channel matrix H, defined by
In classical coding theory, this parameter plays a fundamental role in determining the code performance, especially at high SNRs [24] . So, does it in our problem (see Section III-B for details).
In Fig. 2 , the input t of an effective channel is generated by an auto-encoding function E : {0, ..., m − 1} K → C as
where = g −1 (w).
Example 1: Consider a 2 × 2 MIMO system with one-bit ADC, and each user is assumed to use QPSK modulation, i.e., N r = 2, K = 2, p = 2, and m = 4. Then, for a given channel matrix H ∈ R 4×4 , one can create a code C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 16 } in which the -th codeword is defined as
T ∈ {0, 1} 4 .
For example, when H = I 4×4 , then the minimum distance of the code C is one, i.e., d min (H = I 4×4 ) = 1.
2) Effective channel: As shown in Fig. 2 , the effective channel consists of N parallel p-ary input/output channels with input t = [t 1 , . . . , t N ]
T and output r = [r 1 , . . . , r N ] T . For the i-th subchannel, the transition probabilities, depending on users' messages w = g( ), are defined as
for j ∈ {0, ..., p − 1}. From the p-level quantizer in (6) and the channel model in (7), we are able to compute the above transition probability using Q-function as
where
Using this, we define: Definition 1: For a given codeword index ∈ I (i.e., users' message w = g( )), we define a transition probability matrix by P ∈ [0, 1] N ×p where the (i, j)-th element P (i, j) is
♦ The effective channel is fully characterized by the collection of transition probability matrices {P : ∈ I}. We notice that the effective channel is in general not a symmetry channel. Even for the case of full CSI at the BS, the BS is not aware of the channel information of the effective channel as it does not know the user's messages.
3) Decoding function: Using the above equivalent communication model, the multiuser massive MIMO detection problem is converted into the equivalent channel coding problem. Since the code C has been already constructed, our goal is to devise a decoding function to reliably estimate users' messageŝ w.
We first review two well-known decoding methods: minimum distance decoding (MDD) and maximum likelihood (ML) decoding (MLD). MDD has been widely used in conventional channel coding problems [24] . When using MDD, user's messagesŵ = g(ˆ ) are decoded by selecting the codeword that has the minimum Hamming distance from received signal vector r, namely,ˆ = argmin
Notice that MDD does not require the knowledge of the effective channel (i.e., transition probabilities). MLD is an optimal decoding method under the premise that all transition probabilities {P : ∈ I} are perfectly known to the BS. When using MLD, users' messagesŵ = g(ˆ ) are decoded by choosing the codeword that maximizes the product of the transition probabilities, namely,
For the two decoding methods, there exists the tradeoff between the detection error performance and the computational complexity; MLD can outperform MDD, while the latter requires much less channel state information than the former. They will be compared more rigorously in Section IV.
Remark 1: We want to notice that MLD was presented in [14] using an original MIMO channel while the proposed MLD was developed for the effective channel defined in Section III-A2. To distinguish these two methods, the proposed MLD is referred to as eMLD in the sequel. Namely, in this paper, eMLD implies the maximum-likelihood detection for the resulting N parallel channels.
B. Minimum Distance and Channel Goodness
From the coding-theoretic viewpoint, we explain how to measure the goodness of a channel matrix for MIMO systems with low-resolution ADCs as a condition number for conventional MIMO systems. In coding theory, a minimum distance of a code plays a fundamental role in determining the goodness of the code since it determines the code performance especially at high SNRs [24] . Likewise, the performance of the proposed MIMO detection methods can be affected by the minimum distance of the channel-dependent code C. We first show the impact of the minimum distance of the C on the error-performances. For the simplicity, we first focus on the MIMO systems with one-bit ADCs with
This is obtained from (6) with ∆ 0 = 0 (i.e., zero-threshold comparator). In this case, the effective channel is composed of N parallel binary input/output channels with the transition probabilities of the i-th subchannel
where the crossover probability ,i , when users' messages w = g( ) are sent, is computed from (13) as
For the simulations, Rayleigh-fading channels are considered where each element of channel matrixH ∈ C Nr×K is drawn from an independent and identically (IID) complex Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and unit-variance, and QPSK constellation is assumed. Let H denote the sample space containing all possible channel realizations H ∈ R N ×2K . Then, we define:
which contains all the channel realizations such that the corresponding codes have the minimum distance d, i.e., d min (H) = d for all H ∈ H d . To see the impact of the minimum distance on the code performance, we measure the conditional bit-error rate (BER), defined as
From Fig. 3 , we observe that the slope of BER, obtained by eMLD, is improved as the minimum distance of C (i.e., d min (H)) increases. Meanwhile, the slope of BER, obtained by MDD, seems to be related to the error-correction capability [24] , defined as
Because of this difference, eMLD significantly outperforms the MDD and the performance gap of the two decoding methods becomes a larger as either d min (H) or SNR increases. This shows that the necessity of using proper weights in decoding to capture the different reliabilities of parallel subchannels. Also, it is expected that when the number of receiver antennas increases (equivalently, the corresponding minimum distance increases), the performance gain of eMLD would be remarkable. Not surprisingly, it is shown in Fig. 4 that without enhancing the minimum distance, the only increase of the number of receiver antennas yields a SNR gain, i.e., it cannot improve the slope of BERs. From this analysis, we can see that the minimum distance of the C plays a crucial role in determining the performances of both decoding methods. Since the minimum distance of C is fully determined as the channel matrix H, we can measure the goodness of a channel matrix using the minimum distance of its associated code C. In other words, d min (H) can be used to evaluate the goodness of the H for MIMO systems with low-resolution ADCs as a condition number for conventional MIMO systems. Thus, we can say that a channel matrix H ∈ H i is a better channel than a channel matrix H ∈ H j if i > j.
Remark 2:
The minimum distance d min (H) is not controlled and is determined as a function of a channel matrix H. Hence, one might be interested in deriving the probability distribution of d min (H) (denoted by f d(H) ) for any given probability distribution of H because it can enable us to estimate the performance of the MIMO systems. Recently, in [28] , f d(H) is approximately derived for some simple case when BPSK constellation and Rayleigh-fading channel are considered. Further, it was shown that when K = 2, d min (H) converges to N asymptotically. Unfortunately, it is generally difficult to derive the f d(H) since d min (H) is defined by a complex non-linear function of a random matrix H. Instead, we are only able to compute the expectation of d min (H) using Monte-Carlo simulation, which can enable us to estimate the average BER performances.
One can expect that the use of multi-bit ADCs improves the performance of the uplink MIMO systems. This is clearly explained from the coding-theoretic framework. Using the multi-bit ADCs, it can create a non-binary code C with a larger alphabet, which can typically have a larger minimum distance than a binary code. This will be verified by comparing the performances of the proposed methods for one-bit and two-bit ADCs. The quantization function of two-bit ADCs is defined as
Consider the case of K = 2 and N r = 6 in which the corresponding blocklength of the code C is short as N = 12. As explained in Remark 2, we can numerically compute the average minimum distance for both binary and this increment indeed improves the BER performance. Not surprisingly, the performance gap grows as SNR increases, namely, the increment of the minimum distance enhances the slope of BERs. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , the two-bit ADC in (23) cannot achieve the better performance at lower SNRs; this failure implies that the minimum distance may not be an important factor at lower SNRs, as in conventional coding theory [24] . Hence, it would be a good research topic to develop a proper cost function to maximize the performance at target SNR; this is left for a future work.
IV. WEIGHTED MINIMUM DISTANCE DECODING
In this section we first identify the fundamental difference between eMLD and MDD. Then, we will explain the rationale for that eMLD is significantly better than MDD in our problem unlike the conventional channel coding problems in which they are equivalent. Motivated by this, we present a novel weighted MD decoding (wMDD) as a practical approximate solution of eMLD.
A. Comparison between eMLD and MDD
It is well-known that MDD is equivalent to eMLD in numerous channel coding problems [24] , in which all the information symbols of a codeword pass through the statistically identical channels with the same crossover probability. Our problem, however, differs from the conventional channel coding problem in that each information symbol of a codeword passes through different channels, each with distinct crossover probabilities. This difference makes eMLD to provide an unbounded gain over MDD in our problem as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . To provide a more clear understanding of such difference, it is instructive to consider the simple case of p = 2 (i.e., one-bit ADCs). Assuming the users' message vector w = g( ), the modulated symbol vector f (w) ∈ S K is transmitted. In this case, the transition probabilities of the N subchannels are completely determined by the crossover probabilities ,i for i ∈ {1, . . . , N }. We first define an extended notion of Hamming distance:
Definition 2: For any two vectors x and y of length N , we define a weighted Hamming distance d wh (x, y) with the weights
where 1 {A} represents an indicator function with 1 {A} = 1 if A is true, and 1 {A} = 0, otherwise. Notice that the Hamming distance is a special case of the weighted Hamming distance with the weights α i = 0 and β i = 1 for all i ∈ {1, ..., N }. ♦ From Definition 2, both eMLD and MDD can be represented in an unified view aŝ
with the different weight assignments. The weights when using eMLD are
for i ∈ {1, ..., N }, which are obtained from (16) and (18) . On the other hand, when using MDD, the weights are set to be α ,i = 0 and β ,i = 1 for all ∈ I and i ∈ {1, ..., N }. This difference in the assignment of the weights clearly reveals that it is required to allocate a higher belief (or larger weights) for the received observation from more reliable subchannels. Namely, eMLD assigns proper soft weights according to the channel reliabilities. Whereas, MDD assigns hard weights, which does not contain the channel reliabilities adequately.
Example 2: Suppose the single-user transmission scenario in which K = 1, N r = 1, p = 2. When the user sends a QPSK symbol, it is assumed that there exists a channel and SNR, which can create an equivalent two subchannels, each with cross probabilities, ,1 = 10 −1 and ,2 = 10 −2 . In this case, the weights for eMLD are computed as {α ,1 = 0.15, α ,2 = 0.0145}, and {β ,1 = 3.32, β ,2 = 6.64}.
It is observed that a higher distance (i.e., weight) is allocated for a more reliable channel, for example, β ,2 > β ,1 since ,2 < ,1 . As we explained, a higher belief is assigned to the information from more reliable channels. Because of such difference, eMLD outperforms MDD as shown in Fig. 3 .
B. The Proposed wMDD
Although MDD is suboptimal, it has a potential advantage with respect to implementation complexity. This is because MDD does not require to know the channel reliabilities of all subchannels. Motivated by this, we propose a new weighted MDD (wMDD), which partially requires the unequal channel reliabilities of subchannels. The proposed wMDD finds users' messagesŵ = g(ˆ ) witĥ
where the weights are allocated by only the error probabilities of subchannels as
Compared with eMLD, the proposed wMDD only needs to know error probabilities instead of all transition probabilities. This allows us to employ wMDD in a practical system where a BS has no knowledge of channel state information, since it is much simpler to estimate the error probabilities than all the transition probabilities accurately, with a limited training overhead (see Section V for details). For the rest of this section, we will mathematically prove that wMDD outperforms MDD essentially with the aid of proper weights. Before presenting a formal proof of our claim, we provide the basic idea of the proof using the simple case of p = 2.
Example 3: Suppose c is a valid codeword. In this example, we focus on the error event that MDD (or wMDD) finds a wrong codeword c for some = . Assuming d h (c , c ) = 3, we let {i 1 , i 2 , i 3 } denote the set of three positions that they differ. Furthermore, let ,i1 = 10 −4 , ,i2 = 10 −1 , and ,i3 = 10 −1 .
Notice that the i 1 -th subchannel is more reliable than the other two subchannels. Since the error-probability only depend on the crossover probabilities of the above subchannels, we do not specify the others. Let e = [e 1 , . . . , e N ] T represent an error vector, where e i = 1 indicates that the error occurs at the i-th subchannel. To compute the error-probability, we focus on the errors corresponding to the positions {i 1 , i 2 , i 3 }. When MDD is used, an error-vector e yields a wrong decision if d h ([e i1 , e i2 , e i3 ], [0, 0, 0]) > 1. From this, the collection of such error vectors under MDD is obtained as
Namely, if an error-vector e ∈ A MD ( | ) occurs, MDD cannot find the valid codeword. Using the crossover probabilities in (29), we can compute the error-probability as P(A MD ( | )) = 10
Next, we consider the proposed wMDD. Using the crossover probabilities, we first compute the weighted Hamming distance between c and c using the weights {log
,ij }, which is given by d wmin = 9.9658. When wMDD is used, an errorvector e yields a wrong decision if
From this, the collection of such error vectors under wMDD is obtained as In this example, we observe that some error vectors are not decodable by MDD but decodable by wMDD, and vice versa (i.e., R MD = R wMD ), which makes it complicated to prove Theorem 1. The main reason why wMDD performs better than MDD is that the former error vectors occur with much lower probability than the latter error vectors, i.e.,
This difference will be used as the underlying idea for the proof of Theorem 1.
We first provide the following definition which will be used for the proof of Theorem 1. In general, a complement of x is not unique and in fact, there
number of different complements of x. ♦ The main theorem of this section is provided as follows. Theorem 1: Let P e,wMD and P e,MD represent the errorprobability of wMDD and MDD, respectively. Then, we have:
Proof: Recall that I denotes the index set of the codewords of C. We let A wMD ( | ) (resp. A MD ( | )) denote the error-event that wMDD (resp. MDD) finds a wrong codeword c when c is a valid codeword (see (38) (resp. (40)) for details). Then, the error probabilities of wMDD and MDD are respectively defined as P e,wMD = 1 |I|
P e,MD = 1 |I|
For the proof, we will show that, for any index pair ( , = ),
This immediately shows that P e,wMD ≤ P e,MD . Now we focus on the proof of (37). Without loss of generality, we assume that c and c are valid and wrong codewords, respectively. We let ,i , i ∈ {1, ..., N } denote the error-probability of each subchannel i, when the valid codeword c is transmitted. Let {i 1 , ..., i d } denote the set of d = d h (c , c ) positions that they differ. The rest of this proof almost follows the procedures in Example 3.
First of all, if there exists another codeword c for which the set of different positions from the c is a proper subset of {i 1 , ..., i d }, it is obvious that P (A wMD ( | )) = P (A MD ( | )) = 0, since c should not be chosen with probability 1. This is the trivial case to show that (37) is satisfied.
Next, we consider the case that there is no such codeword. Define the set of error vectors for which MDD finds the wrong codeword c as
For wMDD, we compute the weighted Hamming distance as
From this, we define the set of error vectors for which wMDD finds the wrong codeword c as
. (40) Clearly, we have A wMD,1 ∩A wMD,2 = φ. Then, we can rewrite the error probabilities of wMDD and MDD as
where for the simplicity of notation, we let A MD,2 = A MD ( | ) \ A wMD,1 . From (41) and (42), the proof is completed by showing that
Define the subset of A wMD,2 as
for i = 0, 1, ...,
. They partition the A wMD,2 since A wMD,2 (i)'s are mutually disjoint and
We only focus on the positions {i 1 , ... (52) and (53), we can see that P({e}) ≤ P({ē}), (46) for any e ∈ A wMD,2 (i) and any its complementē ∈ A MD,2 . Using this, we can obtain
Clearly, the above upper bound is satisfied for any other i non-zero positions. In addition, for any two different i nonzero positions, the corresponding their complement sets are disjoint. Therefore, we have:
where B i denotes the collection of all the complements of error vectors with i non-zero positions from {i 1 , ..., i d }. Since we have that
for i = 0, ...
, and B i 's are disjoint, we obtain
where (a) and (b) are respectively from (47) and (48). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 1: For any vector e ∈ A wMD,2 , all the complements of the e with respect to the positions of {i 1 , . . . ,
Proof: Letē be an arbitrary complement of e. By definition, we have
since if e ij = 0, thenē ij = 0, and vice versa. Since (a) > d wmin /2, we obtain that
Also, since e / ∈ A MD , theē should satisfy the
From (53) and (54), we can conclude thatē ∈ A MD ( | ) \ A wMD,1 . This completes the proof.
C. Low-Complexity Approach
The major drawback of the proposed detection methods is that their decoding complexities grow exponentially with the number of uplink users. This fact prevents from the use of the proposed method in massive MIMO systems especially when the number of users in the network is large. The exactly same problem has been occurred in MLD [14] and supervised learning approach (SRA) [28] . To resolve this problem, the complexity reduction techniques have been presented. For example, in [14] , the MLD problem was approximated as a convex optimization problem, which can be solved efficiently, and then using that solution, a simple symbol-by-symbol detection was performed. Recently in [28] , a successive interference cancellation (SIC) based method has been presented, in which input vectors corresponding to users' messages are partitioned into two subvectors and then they are detected successively in the manner of SIC. In this approach, the decoding method is applied to the two MIMO systems, each with smaller number of users than K and hence the overall decoding complexity is reduced. Furthermore, it was shown that by carefully partitioning the input vectors, this approach can almost achieve the performance of the original detection method.
The SIC idea in [28] can be immediately applied to the proposed wMDD (also, eMLD and MDD). Specifically, the input vector of length K is partitioned into two subvectors whose lengths are respectively K 1 and K 2 with K 1 + K 2 = K. Here, the partition is performed so that the distance of the subspaces, which are spanned by the submatrices of H corresponding to the two subvectors (denoted by H 1 and H 2 ), is maximized (see [28] for the detailed algorithm). Then, we are able to construct code C i using submatrix H i . With these codes, the decoding is performed in a successive manner as follows:
1) Using the code C 1 and the received observations, wMDD finds some part of users' messages corresponding to the subvector i.
2) The effect of the estimated subvector 1 is eliminated from the observations (see [28] for details). Then, using the code C 2 and the improved observations, wMDD finds the remaining part of users' messages. Using the above technique, the decoding complexity is reduced from m K to m K1 + m K2 . For example, when m = 4 (e.g., QPSK modulation) and K = 12, the original wMDD requires the 4 12 distance comparisons. Whereas, using the reduction technique with K 1 = 6 and K 2 = 6, the wMDD requires the 2 × 4 6 distance comparisons. In general, the decoding complexity and the detection performance depend on the choices of K 1 and K 2 subject to K = K 1 + K 2 . Since there are a lot of possible choices especially for a large K, we need to optimize them so that the performance is maximized subject to an affordable decoding complexity.
V. PRACTICAL COMMUNICATION METHOD USING THE PROPOSED WMDD
Assuming the perfect CSIR at the BS, in Section III and IV, we developed the novel multiuser MIMO detection methods inspired by coding theory. In practical systems, however, it is not reasonable to assume to perfect CSIR because CSI is typically estimated at the BS from uplink pilot transmissions. In this section, we propose the channel training methods suitable for the proposed wMDD in which a code C (i.e., m K codewords of C) and an error-probability of each subchannel are estimated. We assume a block-fading channel where the channel is static during a channel coherence interval, i.e., T c time slots in a given fading block and changes the channel independently from block-to-block. For such channel, we propose two channel training methods which are respectively called implicit and explicit channel training methods. Their major difference is that the explicit method only needs an explicit channel estimation process (e.g., estimating a channel matrix H). The detailed channel training procedures of the both methods are described below.
A. Implicit Channel Training Method
In this method, the uplink users repeatedly send all possible input vectors so that BS observes the multiple received signals. These multiple observations enable the BS to estimate the codewords of C and the reliabilities of subchannels (see Fig. 6 ). The advantage of this method is the absence of channel estimation process during the channel training. This advantage is particularly attractive for a MIMO system with low-level ADCs (e.g., one-bit ADCs) because it is difficult to obtain an accurate CSIR using conventional pilot-based channel estimation techniques.
Let the first T o = |C|T < T c time slots be devoted for a training phase and the remaining T d = T c − |C|T time slots be dedicated to a data transmission phase. During the training phase, all the codewords c 0 , c 1 , . . . ,
For each codeword c ∈ C, each user k transmits a m-ary training sequence as
during T time slots. Since we use the T time slots to estimate each codeword, the overall training overhead is
From the i-th receiver antenna, the BS observes the
for i ∈ {1, ..., N }. From this, the i-th element of c (denoted by c ,i ) is estimated using the simple majority rule aŝ
where N b (r) represents the number of b's in r. Repeating the above procedures for = 0, 1, . . . , m K − 1, we are able to estimate a p-ary codeĈ aŝ
The proposed MDD can be performed using the estimated codeĈ.
Next, for eMLD, we must estimate all transition probabilities {P : ∈ I} from the above training observations. To obtain an accurate {P : ∈ I}, the training overhead should be very large. In contrast, for wMDD, we only need to estimate the error-probability of each subchannel. This can be simply performed using the estimated codewords and the training observations aŝ
From (59) and (60), the proposed wMDD finds users' mes-
Remark 3: When a training overhead is small (e.g., T is small), an empirical error-probability in (60) can be estimated as zero, although the corresponding subchannel should not be a perfect channel. This overestimation can result in a severe error-floor problem. To overcome this numerical problem, we assign a minimum value to the empirical error-probability for the purpose of implementation. For the simulations, we selected the minimum value as 10 −3 .
B. Explicit Channel Training Method
The major limitation of the implicit channel training method is that the training overhead in (56) grows exponentially with the number of users K. Thus, the implicit method is not suitable for the systems consisting of lots of active users. To overcome this, we propose an explicit channel training method in which the BS alone artificially generate the received signals for all possible input vectors. This is performed using an estimated channel matrixĤ. Then the generated observations can take the role of the training observations in (57) of the implicit channel training method. Since this method is enable only when the BS knows the channel matrix, the explicit channel training method requires a conventional channel estimation process (see [14] , [15] for more details), which is the main difference from the implicit channel training method. The explicit channel training method is composed of the two parts as channel estimation process and artificial training as 1) The BS first estimates a channel matrixĤ using the conventional channel estimation method with T t pilot signals (see [14] , [15] for the detail channel estimation methods) 2) Using the estimated channel matrixĤ, the BS alone follows the procedures in Fig. 6 . Namely, it generates the artificial observations for each input vector aŝ
for i ∈ {1, ..., N }. Then, it estimates the codewords and the error probabilities using (58) and (60), respectively. In this method, the overall training overhead is T o = T t , which is not necessarily scaled with the number of users as in the implicit channel training method.
C. Numerical Results
In this section, we evaluate the performances of the proposed detection methods in Section V-A and V-B, compared to the existing MIMO detection techniques. Rayleigh-fading channels are assumed where each element of the channel matrix H is drawn from an IID circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. A block fading duration (i.e., a coherence time interval) is set to be T c = T o + T d = 1000 and the training overhead is limited by the 10% of the coherence time (i.e., T o ≤ 100). In addition, the same transmit power is assigned to the both training and data transmissions, i.e., there is no power-boosting for pilot sequences. For the implicit channel training method, we further reduce the training overhead using the reduction technique in [28] . The main idea of this technique is to exploit the symmetry of the transmit constellation and the quantization function in ADCs. To be specific, during the T × m K /2 time slots, the BS first observes the {r 
For the explicit channel training method, ZF-type CE in [14] is used to estimate a channel matrix and T = 25 is used for artificial channel training. For the comparisons, we consider the existing detection methods as MLD and ZFD in [14] , and SLA in [28] . In this section, we compare the performances of all the detection 
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Perfect CSIR + MLD [13] Perfect CSIR + wMDD Implicit training + wMDD ZF-type CE + MLD [13] ZF-type CE + ZFD [13] Implicit training + SLA [27] Training overhead = 32 Fig. 7 . Performance comparisons of the various detection methods for a small-scale uplink MIMO system when QPSK modulation and one-bit ADCs are employed with K = 2 and Nr = 16. The training overhead is set to To = 32; this setting corresponds to T = 4 for the implicit method for wMDD decoding. 
Perfect CSIR + MLD [13] Perfect CSIR + wMDD Explicit training + wMDD ZF-type CE + MLD [13] ZF-type CE + ZF [13] Explicit training + SLA [27] Training overhead = 100 techniques with their best performances, without applying the complexity-reduction techniques in Section IV-C. Fig. 7 shows the BER performances of the proposed wMDD with implicit channel training method and the existing techniques. We observe that the proposed wMDD with perfect CSIR achieves the optimal MLD performance. This implies that the proposed transformation in Section III, from a nonlinear MIMO channel to effective parallel channels, does not degrade the performance. It is remarkable that MLD with imperfect CSIR severely suffers from BER degradation especially in the high-SNR regime, due to the impact of the inaccurate CSIR. In contrast, the proposed wMDD with imperfect CSIR yields an satisfactory performance, which can outperform the existing techniques and the performance gaps grow as SNR increases. We want to emphasize that wMDD is more robust to imperfect CSIR than MLD, although both Fig. 9 . The BER performances for a MIMO system when 16-QAM modulation are employed with K = 4 and Nr = 64. The training overhead is set to To = 100. methods can achieve the optimal performance with perfect CSIR.
In Fig. 8 , we consider a large-scale MIMO system for the comparisons of all the detection techniques. We can observe a similar performance trend with the case of a small-scale MIMO system in Fig. 7 . An interesting observation is that the performance gap between wMDD and SLA is larger than the small-scale case. As we understood, this gap is due to the use of different distance metrics. To be specific, wMDD and SLA use the weight Hamming distance and euclidean distance, respectively, and the former seems to be more suitable for binary sequences (outputs of one-bit ADCs) than the latter.
Finally, we see the performances of the proposed wMDD when a higher-order modulation is used. From Fig. 9 , we can see that both wMDD and ZFD suffer from a severe errorfloor. For the wMDD, this error-floor phenomenon can be clearly explained as follows. On using 16-QAM, the number of codewords of the C is considerably increased compared to using QPSK, which definitely decreases the minimum distance of the C. As it is widely known, the short minimum distance can result in an error-floor [24] . We can improve the minimum distance by increasing either code length (i.e., number of receiver antennas) or alphabet size (i.e., multi-bit ADCs). As expected, Fig. 9 shows that the use of two-bit ADCs significantly enhances the performances of the wMDD, by essentially increasing the minimum distance of the quaternary code C. Most importantly, we can see that the performance of the wMDD is mainly determined by the minimum distance of the C, rather than modulation order, number of users, number of receiver antennas, and ADC levels. For the ZFD, whereas, the use of two-bit ADC does not improve the slope of the BER curve, thus still suffering from the error-floor.
VI. CONCLUSION
Using a coding-theoretic framework, we presented a novel multiuser MIMO detection method for an uplink massive MIMO system with low-resolution ADCs. One major implication is that for MIMO systems with low-resolution ADCs, the goodness of a channel matrix H can be evaluated by the minimum distance of its associated code C as a condition number for conventional MIMO systems. We further identified that the use of unequal channel reliabilities in decoding can yield an unbounded gain. Motivated by this, we developed a novel weighted minimum distance decoding (wMDD) which can outperform the conventional minimum distance decoding (MDD) essentially with the aid of proper weights. We further considered practical communication scenarios where a BS has no knowledge of channel state information and estimates it using training sequences. In this system, we developed the communication framework based on the proposed wMDD and showed that it yields better performances than the existing detection techniques.
